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ABSTRACT: 

The cloud computing paradigm has achieved 

widespread adoption in recent years. Its success is due 

largely to customers’ ability to use services on demand 

with a pay-as-you go pricing model, which has proved 

convenient in many respects. Low costs and high 

flexibility make migrating to the cloud compelling. 

Despite its obvious advantages, however, many 

companies hesitate to “move to the cloud,” mainly 

because of concerns related to service availability, data 

lock-in, and legal uncertainties.1 Lock in is 

particularly problematic.  

 

For one thing, even though public cloud availability is 

generally high, outages still occur. Businesses locked 

into such a cloud are essentially at a standstill until the 

cloud is back online. Moreover, public cloud providers 

generally don’t guarantee particular service level 

agreements (SLAs) — that is, businesses locked into a 

cloud have no guarantees that it will continue to 

provide the required quality of service (QoS). Finally, 

most public cloud providers’ terms of service let that 

provider unilaterally change pricing at any time. 

Hence, a business locked into a cloud has no mid- or 

long term control over its own IT costs. 

 

At the core of all these problems, we can identify a 

need for businesses to permanently monitor the cloud 

they’re using and be able to rapidly “change horses” 

— that is, migrate to a different cloud if they discover 

problems or if their estimates predict future issues. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

 

The cloud computing paradigm has accomplished 

great adoption in current years. Its fulfillment is due in 

large part to clients’ ability to use offerings on call for 

with a pay-as-you move pricing model, which has 

proved handy in many respects. Low prices and high 

flexibility make migrating to the cloud compelling. 

Inspite of its apparent advantages, however, many 

organizations hesitate to “move to the cloud,” mainly 

due to worries related to provider availability, statistics 

lock-in, and prison uncertainties. Groups locked right 

into a cloud don't have any ensures that it'll keep to 

offer the desired exceptional of service. Maximum of 

the general public cloud providers’ terms of carrier 

allow that provider unilaterally trade pricing at any 

time. Therefore, a commercial enterprise locked right 

into a cloud has no mid- or long term manage over its 

personal IT costs.  

 

At the core of a lot of these issues, we are able to 

become aware of a want for companies to permanently 

screen the cloud they’re using and be able to rapidly 

migrate to a special cloud if they discover problems or 

if their estimates predict destiny troubles. We 

implement the concept of a Meta cloud that 

incorporates layout time and runtime components. This 

Meta cloud could summary away from existing 

services’ technical incompatibilities, as a result 

mitigating supplier lock-in. It helps customers discover 

the proper set of cloud services for a selected use case 

and supports a utility’s initial deployment and runtime 

migration. 
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2. EXISTING SYSTEM: 

 

Cloud vendors are flooding the marketplace with a 

perplexing body of services, inclusive of computer 

services which includes the Amazon Elastic Compute 

Cloud and VMware v Cloud, or key-fee shops, which 

include the Amazon easy garage carrier. Some of these 

offerings are conceptually similar to every different, 

whereas others are vastly   extraordinary, but they’re 

all, in the long run, technically incompatible and 

follow no standards but their very own. To further 

complicate the   scenario, many businesses not build 

on public clouds for his or her cloud computing 

desires, however combine public offerings with their 

personal non-public clouds, leading to so-called hybrid 

clouds. 

 

Disadvantages: 

 

1. Many corporations hesitate to transport to the 

cloud because of the worries associated with 

service availability, facts lock-in, and criminal 

uncertainties. 

2. Lock in is especially problematic. For one issue, 

even though public cloud availability is usually 

excessive, outages still occur. 

3. Organizations locked into one of these cloud are 

basically at a standstill until the cloud is back on 

line. 

4. Most public cloud carriers’ terms of provider 

permit that provider unilaterally alternate pricing 

at any time.  

5. An enterprise locked into a cloud has no mid- or 

long time manipulate over its personal IT costs. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 

Here, we introduce the idea of a Meta cloud that 

incorporates design time and runtime components. 

This Meta cloud might abstract away from current 

services’ technical incompatibilities, hence mitigating 

dealer lock-in. It enables users discover the proper set 

of cloud services for a particular use case and helps an 

utility’s preliminary deployment and runtime 

migration. 

 

Advantages: 

 

1. We use the concept Meta cloud which allows the 

person emigrate from one cloud to other, which 

the consumer can get right of entry to its services 

successfully. 

2. Due to the demand upward push in a single cloud, 

this Meta cloud concept enables the user to 

migrate to other cloud which has low IT price. 

3. The proposed device has the primary gain seller 

lock-in which offers security to the person to 

retrieve any file from cloud, because the CSP 

presents a random document generated key to the 

user it is extra securable. 

 

4. META CLOUD API: 

 

The Meta cloud API offers a unified programming 

interface to abstract from the variations amongst issuer 

API implementations. For customers, the use of this 

API prevents their application from being difficult-

stressed out to a specific cloud provider providing. The 

Meta cloud API can construct on to be had cloud 

provider abstraction APIs, as formerly referred to. 

Despite the fact that those deal usually with key value 

shops and compute services, in principle, all services 

may be covered which are abstract enough for multiple 

issuer to provide and whose unique APIs don’t 

fluctuate too much, conceptually. 

 

 
 

Fig1: Conceptual Meta Cloud Overview 
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Resource Templates: 

 

Developers describe the cloud offerings essential to 

run a software the usage of aid templates. They can 

specify carrier types with additional proper ties, and a 

graph version expresses the interrelation and practical 

dependencies among offerings. Developers create the 

Meta cloud aid templates the use of an easy area-

specific language (DSL), permitting them to concisely 

specify required sources. Resource definitions are 

based totally on a hierarchical composition version; 

consequently builders can create configurable and 

reusable template additives, which permit them and 

their groups to percentage and reuse commonplace 

resource templates in specific projects.  

 

Using the DSL, builders version their application 

additives and their fundamental runtime necessities, 

inclusive of (provider independently normalized) CPU, 

reminiscence, and I/O capacities, as well as 

dependencies and weighted communication family 

members among those components. The provisioning 

approach makes use of the weighted element family 

members to decide the utility’s highest quality 

deployment configuration. Furthermore, useful 

resource templates allow builders to define constraints 

based on charges, component proximity, and 

geographical distribution. 

 

Migration and Deployment Recipes: 

 

Deployment recipes are a crucial factor for automation 

inside the Meta cloud infrastructure. Such recipes 

permit for managed deployment of the application, 

together with putting in packages, beginning required 

offerings, managing package and alertness parameters, 

and setting up hyperlinks among related components.  

 

Automation gear along with Ops code Chef provide an 

intensive set of functionalities that are directly 

integrated into the Meta cloud surroundings. Migration 

recipes cross one step in addition and describe how to 

migrate.  

An application throughout runtime — for instance, 

migrate storage functionality from one carrier provider 

to any other. Recipes most effective describe 

preliminary deployment and migration; the 

provisioning method and the Meta cloud proxy execute 

the actual technique the use of the aforementioned 

automation tools. 

 

Meta Cloud Proxy: 

 

The Meta cloud presents proxy objects that are 

deployed with the software and run on the provisioned 

cloud assets. They serve as mediators between the 

software and the cloud issuer. Those proxies divulge 

the Meta cloud API to the software, remodel software 

requests into cloud-issuer-particular requests, and 

forward them to the respective cloud services. Proxies 

offer a way to execute deployment and migration 

recipes triggered by way of the Meta cloud’s 

provisioning method. Furthermore, proxy objects ship 

QoS facts to the resource monitoring element running 

within the Meta cloud.  

 

The Meta cloud obtains the facts via intercepting the 

software’s calls to the underlying cloud offerings and 

measuring their processing time, or by means of 

executing short benchmark packages. Programs also 

can define and monitor custom QoS metrics that the 

proxy gadgets ship to the resource monitoring thing to 

permit advanced, application-precise control strategies. 

To avoid high load and computational bottlenecks, 

conversation among proxies and the Meta cloud is 

stored at a minimal. Proxies don’t run within the Meta 

cloud, and regular service calls from the utility to the 

proxy aren’t routed through the Meta cloud, both. 

 

Resource Monitoring: 

 

On a utility’s request, the resource tracking aspect 

receives statistics gathered by Meta cloud proxies 

approximately the sources they’re the use of. The 

component filters and processes these facts and then 

shops them at the expertise base for further processing.  
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This helps generate comprehensive QoS data 

approximately cloud service vendors and the specific 

services they offer, inclusive of reaction time, 

availability, and more provider-particular first-class 

statements. 

 

5.CONCLUSION:  

 

The Meta cloud can help mitigate supplier lock-in and 

promises obvious use of cloud computing services. 

Maximum of the basic technologies necessary to 

recognize the Meta cloud already exist, but lack 

integration. As a consequence, integrating these brand 

new tools promises a big jump closer to the Meta 

cloud. To keep away from Meta cloud locking, the 

network must drive the ideas and create a really open 

Meta cloud with added price for all clients and wide 

support for extraordinary vendors and implementation 

technologies. 
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